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Thanks to British character and German engineering, the Mini Cooper is a great pick for a small
coupe or convertible. Motoring fun doesn't have to destroy the planet, nor does eco-friendly
driving have to be boring. The Mini Cooper is proof that you can be entertained by a lively car
without drawing criticism from environmentalists. With agile handling, loads of charm and a
cool factor that's hard to match, it's no surprise the Mini Cooper has remained so popular for so
long. Under the hood, the fun starts with the lively yet economical base 1. There's not a whole
lot of power here on the spec sheet the base engine puts out just horsepower, for instance but
the Mini doesn't weigh very much, either. This boosts fuel economy and helps the Cooper feel
lively around town. The car's small size makes it a breeze to park, too. Inside, the Cooper is
surprisingly spacious for two people, and Mini offers further enticement with a dizzying array of
factory options and dealer-installed accessories. It's not all sunshine and smiles, though. While
the suspension is understandably tuned to foster the car's spry handling, there is a trade-off in
a rather firm ride quality that might not suit some drivers we highly recommend sticking with
smaller wheels. The Cooper's rear seat has an almost comical lack of legroom, although the
Cooper Clubman reviewed separately is a remedy. If these qualities seem like turnoffs, it might
be good to check out some alternatives. That said, none of these cars can match the Cooper's
unique blend of personality, performance and frugalness. For a small coupe or convertible, it
comes highly recommended. The Mini Cooper is available in two-door hatchback and
convertible body styles. The base Cooper comes standard with inch alloy wheels, full power
accessories, keyless entry, air-conditioning, cruise control, a height-adjustable driver seat,
leatherette vinyl upholstery, a tilt-and-telescoping leather-wrapped steering wheel, multicolor
ambient lighting and a six-speaker stereo with a CD player, HD radio, satellite radio and an
auxiliary audio jack. The Cooper convertible models add inch alloy wheels and a full power
convertible top that includes a sunroof feature. The Cooper's Sport package adds inch wheels
on the hatchback and inch wheels on the convertible, foglamps, traction control, a rear spoiler,
sport seats and hood stripes. The Cooper S adds inch wheels, a turbocharged engine, firmer
suspension tuning, foglamps, sport seats and alloy pedals. The Cooper S Sport package adds
inch wheels, xenon headlights, traction control and hood stripes. The John Cooper Works
includes a more powerful turbo engine, upgraded Brembo brakes and cloth upholstery. A
limited-slip differential and a firmer suspension can be fitted to both the S and the John Cooper
Works. Other options include different wheels, parking sensors, cloth or leather upholstery, a
navigation system and a multitude of different interior trims and materials. As has been the case
since the Cooper's debut, a multitude of dealer-installed features are additionally available. The
Mini Cooper comes with a 1. A six-speed manual with hill-start assist is standard and a
six-speed automatic is optional. Mini estimates a manual-equipped hatchback will go from zero
to 60 mph in 8. The Cooper S has a turbocharged version of the same engine good for hp and
lb-ft of torque lb-ft at full throttle thanks to an overboost function. Mini estimates mph
acceleration in 6. The John Cooper Works cranks up the turbo boost to produce hp and lb-ft of
torque. A six-speed manual is the only available transmission. Mini estimates a time of 6. All
Mini Coopers come standard with antilock disc brakes, stability control and front-seat side
airbags. Side curtain airbags are standard on the hatchback, while the convertible features
pop-up rollover bars and larger front side airbags that extend to head height. Traction control is
optional. In Edmunds braking, various Mini Cooper S models with inch wheels stopped from 60
mph between and feet -- excellent results. The Cooper has not been rated using the
government's new, more strenuous crash testing procedure. Its rating which isn't comparable
to the new methodology was four stars out of five for frontal and side impacts for both driver
and passengers. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gave the hatchback its best rating
of "Good" in the frontal-offset test, and its second-best score of "Average" in the side-impact
and roof-crush tests. No matter which flavor of Mini Cooper you might be interested in, you can
expect thrilling handling and quick responses to driver inputs. On the downside, the Mini's ride
is on the stiff side and can be rather loud, as well. Opting for the Cooper S or John Cooper
Works models further stiffens the ride, leading us to recommend that mainstream buyers forego
the sport suspension and larger wheels. The base Cooper will likely satisfy most drivers, while
the S adds quite a bit of excitement and the JCW turns the fun dial up to The six-speed manual
transmission is notable for its precise shifter and compliant clutch. The automatic isn't the
smoothest-shifting unit in the world, but in Manual mode it responds quickly to the driver's
inputs to the shift paddles on the steering wheel. Of all the ways to describe the Mini Cooper's
interior, we doubt anyone would call it boring. The massive center-mounted speedometer is a
nod to the original Mini, but in terms of practicality, it comes off as a bit gimmicky. One of our
main gripes of previous Minis was the oddly placed stereo control knobs. Fortunately, that has
been rectified for with a slightly more conventional layout. Despite the Mini Cooper's small size,
the front seats are surprisingly spacious. There is no shortage of headroom or legroom and the

cabin feels extraordinarily airy. The rear seats, by comparison, are much less accommodating,
with a notable lack of legroom. Trunk space is also restrictive, at a very meager 5. The
convertible features a tailgate-style trunk opening with an upper package tray that can be raised
to allow larger items to fit in the tiny 6-cubic-foot trunk. Unlike most convertibles, the Mini's rear
seats can be folded flat to accommodate larger items, but the rollover hoops and soft-top
mechanism prevent the loading of bulkier objects. Rear visibility for the convertible is poor with
the top down and even worse with the top up. Available styles include 2dr Hatchback 1. Doing
so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used MINI
Cooper. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Poor
rearward visibility in convertible stiff and noisy ride lacks rear legroom weak base stereo. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. For , the range of Mini Cooper models receives a slight increase in power output,
modified steering for reduced torque steer under hard acceleration, minor cosmetic changes
inside and out, optional adaptive headlights, reworked radio controls, standard HD and satellite
radio, and added sound insulation. Read more. Write a review See all 30 reviews. You could buy
a MINI I've spoke with the customer relations team several times, and although they are very
nice and do their best to placate customers, that's all they do--placate you. There is never an
actual solution provided. I'm hoping a class-action suit is filed against MINI soon, because I
believe they are defrauding consumers with poorly-built cars and hiding the true costs of
ownership. Read less. Wish I had read up more on the common problems I bought my manual
base Cooper with 35, miles on it The car will sputter on acceleration, take up to 10 seconds to
turn over in the morning, etc. Cost at an independent mechanic to fix? Another common
problem is dirty injectors at this point. Oh, and it needs a full synthetic oil And the worst part?
Don't get a flat tire. The only good part of this car is the gas mileage, but even then, it's not as
good as other manuals out there. I get about 33 mpg with, as I said, mostly highway driving. It
has gone for a great many months without any repairs whatsoever other than routine
maintenance. Apparently it was not fairing too well as a garage queen and now that it ha been
driven everyday as a back and forth to work car it seems to be thriving and it just keeps on
going day after day without the need for anyt repairs. As previously mentioned, it is so fun to
drive always and now that all the kinks seem to have been ironed out of it, it feels like a car I will
be wanting to keep for a great many more years. Even if I were to get a larger and safer car for
back and forth to work, I would still keep the Convertible Mini just because it is so much fun.
Drive it every day to keep it in shape! Clutch just failed without warning at 46, miles. Other
reviews reveal the same type of problems including potential failure of the timing chain
tensioner which is a similar failure and cost to repair. This was required to pass emission test. I
am selling the car as soon as I get it back from the shop. Great fun to drive but be prepared to
pay for the privilege. Too bad BMW couldn't duplicate their impressive engineering results in
the Mini. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. See full
safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Cooper.
Sign Up. Payoff Amount. This calculation reflects amounts in U. Dollars rounded
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to the nearest whole dollar. All loan figures are based upon non-commercial usage and are
subject to credit approval from an independent lending source. Actual down payment and
resulting monthly payments may vary depending upon type and use of vehicle, regional lender
requirements, and the strength of your credit. Check with your dealer for exact monthly
payment. Some content provided by and under copyright by Autodata, Inc. Share Tweet.
Loading Trims. Loading Makes. Chili Red [Red]. Horizon Blue Metallic [Blue]. Hot Chocolate
Metallic [Brown]. Ice Blue [Blue]. Interchange Yellow [Yellow]. Laser Blue Metallic [Blue].
Midnight Black Metallic [Black]. Pepper White [White]. Pure Silver Metallic [Silver]. Sparkling

Silver Metallic [Silver]. Spice Orange Metallic [Orange]. Velvet Silver Metallic [Silver]. White
Silver Metallic [White]. Please click on the link below to take a short survey. The survey should
only take 5 minutes or less to complete. We want to know what you think of minivans.

